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This, paper conce~~ an e~perimental study of the effects of the grid-generated
turbulence on the propagatlon of acoustical waves in a wind tunnel. Turbulence effects are
investigated using ultrasound time-or-flight method, employing counter-propagating
ultrasocic pulses. Turbulence effects arc an imponant source of error in the active probing
of the atmosphere using sound sources. The emphasis is on the propagation time
fluctuations and their interpretation using theoretical analysis of Kolmogorov.

1. INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of sound propagation in
inhomogeneous, moving media has been investigated
intensively and there is vast amount of literature on the
subject. The effect of the turbulence on the sound
propagation results firstly in the scattering of the sound
waves, and secondly, in the fluC1:lIations of the phase
and amplitude of the sound waves. In this work we
concentrate on the study of the latter effect. The
classical analytical approach in which wave
propagation equations arc simplilied and averaged to
aCCOunt for the random environment can be found in
ChernovI , Tatat'Skii1 . Along "With the classical approach
another analytical approximation, so called stochastic
Helmholtz equatioa, as a description for sound
propagation through wrbulence has been considered by
Neubert3• Recently looss et al," has studied well-knoWIl
effect of line~ increase of the firsl-order traveHime
variance
with propagation distance (Chernov
approximation) and introduced a second order term to
the travel time variance to account for the nonlinear
effect that appears at a certain propagatioa distance.
The experiJ:nental results available in the literature, in
which measurements of amplitude and phase
fluctuations in sound wave are described, are often not
in good agreement with analytical predictions. Aside
from the limitation of experimental and computational
equipment wit:l;1 regard to collection and processing of
experimental data, the main reasoD for the discrepancy
berwun theoretical predictions and eJ(.perimental data is
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that the corresponding data were not analyzed in a
consistent manner. Extensive e:x.perinlental material
concerning the travel time, phase variance was
collected from outdoor experiments'. Since atmospheric
turbulent flow cannot be controlled, is not well
characterized and cannot be considered to be isotropic,
the measurements are better taken under laboratory
conditions within the turbulent field produced by grid
or jet. The difficulty of obtaining laboratory
measU(ements of phase or flight time e:x.plains the lack
of ex,perimental data in literatu:(e. Ho and Kovasmay'
have performed measurements across an air jet over an
e~tremely short propagation distance. Blanc-Beaon'
used jet-generated turbulence with levels u~ = 2.4m I is
and Uml s, and utilized approximately plane acoustic
wave with a pistonlike sound source. In our previous
work we investigated ex.perimentally the dependence of
the travel time on the propagation distance, The data.
shows very good correspondence with analytical data
for second-order travel time variance obtained by looss.
More recently, the problem of pulse propagation in
inhomogeneous and random media become of interest
in applied science (Daco]8, and references therein).
Karweit et. al.!I in their work described a number of
numerical experiments, all of which focus On the travel
time: variance of a sound propagating through air. The
effect of turbulence On the wavefonn distortion, rise
time and peak pressure were investigated numerically
by Lipkens10.
The transit-time ultrasonic method iii widely
used technique for flow meteririg [Lynnwortht~,
Schm.id~"J. It allows measuring flow parameters
perturbation
very rapidly,
providing
without
opportunity to collect significant amount of
experimental data. A range of free stream velocities
was USe4 that resulted in isotropic tuI:buleace within a
specific downstream zone. The ultI:asonic transducers
were located in the zone.
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In the currem work. the intlucncc of t\lrhukl~\'" 'It:
ultr3.Sound waves propagating J.long a.nd :lg,lin~l :r,,:
direction of the mean flow is -:I.lnsidercd. \1\)rC(>H·I. ;t
number of experiments for l;ollccting d:s.t:l for <lmpIllllt!<'
t1uctuations at the point of the rt:c::civing arc condu\:ll~d.
These data served to study the amplitude tlUcl1Jallpl1.\ 'I'
a function distance between transducers and mean f'j, I ....
velocity. The laws of bcha\'lm that govern Ihl'
t1uctuations in amplitude and ph3,SC of sound an: suhi(~Cl
to the Kolmogorov •s"2/3'
" la\\< I'

2. METHODOI,.OGY
In the experiment we utill.:c ulrra~(lniL: pU!'l"
traveling along straight paUlS fr(lrJ1 a single soun:c \<1
two receivers, as shown in Fig. ,.
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~1H;rc the Qverscorc indicales time averaging. The
value of the mean quanri\y under tlris integral can be
wl'incn as
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T(l tJ1.k.e into <lCCOUnl the l'orn:lation of fluctuations at
different points of the flo,,", wc u.se the "213" law.
Fl)llo""ing thi~ law, on the hasis of the hyPotheses of
i~otrl1py one may get:
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where C is a sttucrure pan\lTlcter having a dimension
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In order to develop a theoreti(~al nwdel we u~e th('
ultrasonic flowmeter equation for ,ound wave,
propagating upstream and downstream a~ following
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fluctuations of the mean flow ~~l()city. In (,l«ic'r to
CO()sttuct analytical eJtpression for the ~ral1darJ
deviation of the travel time we \"'i 11 use them}.
developed by Krasil'nikov along with Kolmc>goro\",
213 law. We reproduce derivations carried out h~
Krasil'nikov with changes i:lppropriatc for n\Jr
application. Using (l) we construct c:<.prc~'iion for the
time difference
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is a travel time in the undiqurbc:d mcdia,

is a mean flow velocity, C is (). ,ound
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Figure 1
Sketch for the b'ISic rdatjon~ for the
ultrasound measurements.
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The detail evaluation of the integral (9) can be found in
Krasi l' nikoytt, The: final cxpr!;'ssion for the standard
d(~vi(ltion of the travel time is
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.3. EXPERl1\fE~TAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION
tunnel

The eltl'erirnents wc,,:: carried out in a wind
of
45.25"
length
with
a

I I 7.'i"x 11.62"

rc:ctangular lc~t ~ection. TlU'bulence

wa, proJuced by a bi-planar gnd l:cm~isling of a square
l1lesh of aluminum round rod~ V,'tlh diameter of 0.25

;\cn)nalltic~ and Astronautic~

positioned 1~ !bctween centers. The mesh, M, was
therefore 1· ~d the grid solidity was 0.36. fu our
experimeDt we /lave used ultrasonic transducers acted
both as a transnii.ncr and as a receivCl' with a frequency
of 100kHz dbsigned for air applications. The
experimental artangemcnt as well as an acquisition
system is descri1x:d in OUI earlier paper16 • Two signals
shown in Fig. 2\are transmitted signal el and received
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travel time En shown in Fig. 2 was

~ctermined as ~a:tK12('t) = K12(tn ) from the cross
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Figure 2 Typical rcpresentation of aperilncmal data
obtained from the digital data acquisition syste:m
CompuScope 82. \
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relevant flow paracleters are listed in the Table 4.1.
The signal Was s~nt both in a direction along and
oppositc to the •
flow. The propagation distance
L>= O.339m, and ~'e angle .9 S·. The results shown
in Fig. 4 are for th structure parameter C that enters
Kolmogorov's law s a function of mean flow velocity.
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Table 2 Georoetrical parameters.
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Table 1 Flow para6eters
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Qualitatively siDill81" results were obtained in the
works, published in Tatarskii 1. There are, however,
quantitative differences, that CaD be attributed to the
lack of accuracy of the data obtained from earlier
outdoor experiJ:neuts, It is seen from Fig. 3, that the data
points lie ou one straight line for mean velocity varying
from 2 to 5.5 (m/s) which is Ii z.one of isotropic
according
to
Mohamed 15
(25
rorbuIellce
~5"downstream from the grid as far ZUJ our application
IS Concerned). Although turbulence is not isotropic
when rnellI1 velocity exceeds 5.5 (m/s), the points arc
also lie on a line, however, with the different slope.
Changing the aogle (J we change the path length L.

was perfonued fpr 6 different flow velocities. The
Reynolds Ilumber pased on the mesh size M and othcr
I
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Figure 3
Variation of the structure partuneter C
versus mean flow velocity
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~~rrolation function K 12 (-r) . E:qleriment

___,

-r-----~

shows

dependence

fA. -A{ , where

A

of

the

quantity

is an ultraaound wave

amplitude, on the path length. The experinIental data
was collected for 7 different distances_ The dependence
of O"A on L is satisfactory approximated by the
formula 0"A = constLa , Where a l'li 0.34 , as ClIll be seen
frOln the Fig.5. According to the ray theory we ought to
have a = 3/2. TIris discrepan.cy can be explained by
the f~t, that ray approach is not quite suitable under the
condiuons of the experiment.
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~ethodol()gy
ba!;ed
on
the ultrasonic
ll"<;!lniquc and supported hy the Kolmogorov 2/3 law
has hl'cn u!;ed for investigation of the influence of the
,~rid-I:!enerated turbulence On ,he propagation of the
\Iltrasound waves in the wind runnel.. Ex:perimental data
\,'pllcned in the approximately isotropic flow region,
dlosen \'lased on the criteria established by Mohame41~
:\gn.:cd well with thcorc:til;al csti mations and ex.plaincd
,mnt: dIscrepancy in data :rom earlier outdoor
e~p~rimem1\, The increase of the strUcture parameter
C wah increasing velocity. whi,,;h is in an agreemem
with rcported earlier results', In the experiment with
(..lirfen:nt ram length the results indicated, that standard
deviation of the amp!i(udl::: i, proportional to the
distance L in the power 0,34 ver~IJS 0.5 analytically
rm:dlclcd in diffraction theon'. which is a good
agreement There is a nonline:ir dependence of the
;lmp!itude deviation On the mean velocity, described by
[he p(1WCr law wlth almost identical power (0.14 and
0.1 J.. Overall. obtained rc!;ults ar(~ r.;onsistent with theory
and c;x.pe:rimeulll performed C::Arlier, which thereby
show~. that an ultrasonic meth(ld can be utilized for
diagnOStic of the turbulent tl(1W and obtaining
,'onsistcnt resull~ in the laboratory scale,
It has to be noted, that due to th~ I;omple~ry of the
Investigated phenomena, in order to achieve sufficient
,Iccumcy of the results, more ex.pcrimcnts with different
SC(l,JP" should be perfonned and more significant
amount of experimental data sh(l\lld be acqUired,
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Figure 4
S.andard deviation of ;he amplitude '.crs\!,
the path length L.
On the other hana. the diffractlm: the()ry gi \'C, the
dependence of the amplitude fluctua(ions on dist31KC
such as G'<l. - L l : 2 • Thus, our experimental U<.It<l

agresarisfactory w1th theoretical predictions. Hamacle
noticed, that the amplitude of ultrasonic signal-.
received after transmission emibitcd fluctuations that
increased with in<::rcasing veloCIty, The rclatinn
between flow velocity and arnplitud~ t)\lctuation.'i \(;;\,
nonlinear,
We observed dependencl::: of thesta.ndurd dc:yi<ltion
of the amplitude on the mean How vclocit]' for tW(\
experimental setups. In the first instance. shown in Fig.
5, the ultrasonic waves propagate dc......,TIstream.
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